SmartMobile™
Enable better communication

Providing Real-time Communication and Better Deliveries

SmartMobile is an essential tool for dispatchers and drivers that allows them to receive and transmit information wirelessly via an onboard touch computer. Drivers can record lift and delivery information and changes in real-time, and can more easily handle complex orders with multiple supply sources and destinations. Dispatchers can share lift and delivery charges with drivers immediately and close out orders in real-time, creating a more efficient system.

Wireless Data Capture

SmartMobile gives the driver site inventory levels, supports freight settlement charges and can capture customer signatures—eliminating the wait time for paperwork while speeding up the billing and driver payroll processes.

Go Green with SmartMobile

Real-time dispatching from TelaPoint to your on-board computers reduces paperwork, dispatch errors, and cuts your administrative overhead. Plus, real-time delivery data capture speeds up the billing. With SmartMobile, you can dispatch loads without paper, reducing your environmental impact.

"TelaPoint is helping us streamline our fuel forecasting and transportation dispatch operations by making the process more efficient."

- Gary Christensen, President, R.E. Powell Distributing
Key Benefits at a Glance

- Optimize inventory with fewer run-outs, diversions, and split loads
- Increase average load sizes and lower transportation costs
- Reduce supply costs by purchasing at the best location
- More efficient dispatching and increased dispatcher productivity
- Reduce cycle time for billing and payroll

SmartReplenish™
Manage your inventory more effectively
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Always find the best fuel price

SmartSchedule™
Assign fuel orders more effectively
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Reduce invoice processing
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SmartReplenish™
Manage your inventory more effectively

A Solution for Every Tank and Every Product

Our flagship product is a robust application that helps fuel outlets manage inventory, forecast delivery projections, and plan orders. The system automates data collection to support a variety of tank gauge and accounting system processes, such as calculating hourly usage history and trends. SmartReplenish works for every tank and every product, and also features a manual data input option.

A Powerful Forecasting Engine

SmartReplenish makes it easy to forecast optimal loads and pinpoint delivery window times with interactive projection tools. It is flexible and grants you the ability to configure the order process by site, thus allowing you to profile sourcing, delivery, and ordering information. By configuring the order process by site, you also support central dispatch communication to outside fuel carriers, create and manage orders received from outside fuel carriers, and coordinate dispatch between internal transport vehicles and outside fuel carriers being used for backup. Our sophisticated algorithms make it simple for you to replenish your fuel inventories with little administrative effort.

"Reducing fuel procurement costs and maximizing fuel replenishment efficiency is one of our key goals. TelaPoint provides us with the tools we need to manage our fuel operations effectively and to develop strong relationships with our preferred suppliers."

- Marc Althen, Senior Vice President, Penske Truck Leasing
Key Benefits at a Glance

- Optimize inventory with sizeable reductions in excess in-ground inventory
- Improve delivery forecasting abilities with fewer run-outs, diversions, and split loads
- Lower overall supply costs by buying the right amount of fuel from the right place at the right time
- Increase average load sizes and lower transportation costs
- Better carrier management results with fewer mistakes and improved carrier charge backs
- More efficient dispatching results with increased dispatcher productivity

A Transportation Management System

SmartReplenish gives you the tools you need to reduce your retains, and split loads and run-outs. Our algorithms are proven to be accurate over 99% of the time, allowing you to maximize the number of gallons for each delivery, reduce the number of split loads, and eliminate preventable run-outs. SmartReplenish provides powerful reporting tools to monitor current and historical inventory data, exceptions, and carrier inventory management performance.

You can also measure the performance of your business in regard to your inventory levels, scheduled orders, average load sizes and split/retain activity.
SmartSchedule™
Assign fuel orders more efficiently

Fuel Scheduling Made Easy
SmartSchedule allows dispatchers to assign fuel orders to trucks. Using a drag-and-drop visual interface, dispatchers can easily schedule fuel orders across multiple dispatch markets, hand off overflow orders to outside carriers, and transfer orders to other dispatch markets, balancing work across all internal and external resources.

Easy Planning with Fewer Mistakes
SmartSchedule organizes unassigned fuel orders into prioritized categories, making it possible for dispatchers to schedule work faster and with fewer mistakes. The system features calendar-based schedules for easy planning of driver work schedules and routine truck maintenance, allowing for better use of transportation resources.

Greater Organization for Maximum Performance
SmartSchedule’s powerful reporting capabilities make it possible to print driver and carrier delivery schedules, dispatch market delivery logs, and individual customer delivery tickets. Plus, when teamed with SmartMobile, SmartSchedule can provide real-time communication between drivers and dispatchers, reducing dispatch costs.
Key Benefits at a Glance

• Efficient scheduling of transportation resources in less time, with fewer mistakes
• Optimize use of both internal and external transportation resources in order to lower costs
• Improve response time to unplanned driver or truck events
• Increase dispatcher productivity
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SmartReconcile™
Reduce invoice processing
Delivering Easy Invoice Reconciliation

SmartReconcile is our application system that automates the collection of electronic supplier invoices for reconciliation, making it possible to easily compare supplier invoices.

You can create matches based on contracts, suppliers, terminals, bill-of-lading numbers, products, gross/net quantities, product prices, and site delivery quantities. SmartReconcile is simple to use and can help reduce man power.

User-Defined Matching Rules

If an invoice match is made based on the tolerance levels you define, SmartReconcile will send that invoice electronically to your accounting system for payment. If supplier invoices are not available in electronic form, manual entry is possible. If a match is not made, SmartReconcile automatically flags the invoice using a descriptive error code, making it easy to identify invoices that require corrective action or that cannot be reconciled. SmartReconcile also includes powerful management reporting capabilities, allowing you to easily review all reconciled invoices, exceptions, and fuel deliveries.
Key Benefits at a Glance

- Better ability to validate supplier invoice prices against the quoted price, resulting in lower supply costs
- Automate matching of supplier invoices against delivered orders, resulting in substantial labor reduction
- Shorten cycles for reconciliation and payment of supplier invoices, allowing you to benefit from prompt-pay discount
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SmartBuy™
Always find the best fuel price

Flexible, Interactive Price Analysis
SmartBuy aggregates, analyzes, and ranks supplier price data for fuel more efficiently. Price feeds are accepted from a number of sources including DTN, OPIS, Platts, individual suppliers, and ad hoc quotes from resellers and wholesale petroleum marketers. SmartBuy features flexible, interactive tools that make it possible for grouping and price analysis by markets you define. Pricing information is stored with date and time stamps and can support multiple supplier price changes per day.

Customized Supplier Ranking
Supply prices are automatically calculated for formula-based contracts, making it easy to capture ad hoc supply deals through formula overrides. SmartBuy ranks supply costs by various factors and features. Manual ranking overrides and automated supply contract ranking overrides are also possible.

Powerful Reporting Capabilities
With extensive built-in reporting, SmartBuy allows you to review price analysis and supplier ranking results, analyze supplier contract performance, measure plan-versus-actual lift exceptions, and communicate buying plans to bulk carriers and internal transportation operations. By managing sourcing deviations by reason code you can assign dollar values to the deviations and manage the preventable ones, significantly improving your margins.
Key Benefits at a Glance

- Improve price analysis results and more effective negotiation of supplier contract terms
- Better ability to defer or accelerate purchases based on inventory and pricing trends
- Optimize fuel purchasing through analysis of product mix by order, site, or supply market
- Lower overall supply costs by purchasing fuel at the best price possible
- Better carrier management results with fewer lift mistakes along with improved charge-backs
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